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Price: 3,950,000€  Ref: ES148782

Villa

El Madronal

5

6

572m² Build Size

2,600m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

The villa is accessed via a private road that only serves this property and one other,

offering exclusivity as well as security. The views are undeniably beautiful, and the

stunning countryside surroundings offer a secluded and private retreat in nature, whilst

the villa affords all the latest technology and finest design features, built with five internal

gardens, and a stylish use of glass walls give the illusion that the gardens run inside the

house The floor to ceiling glass windows to the front and back of the living room recede

into the walls on either side allowing the building to becom...(Ask for More Details!)
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The villa is accessed via a private road that only serves this property and one other, offering exclusivity as

well as security. The views are undeniably beautiful, and the stunning countryside surroundings offer a

secluded and private retreat in nature, whilst the villa affords all the latest technology and finest design

features, built with five internal gardens, and a stylish use of glass walls give the illusion that the gardens run

inside the house The floor to ceiling glass windows to the front and back of the living room recede into the

walls on either side allowing the building to become one with nature, borrowing architectural cues from South

American architects. This affords an abundance of real light and a beautifully breezy feel throughout the living

areas. This also allows for that laid-back and sociable indoor-outdoor Andalucian lifestyle.Contemporary, cool

and elegant in an unparalleled location, this villa is as unique as it is stylish. This property has truly been

designed to create a lifestyle as well as a home.From this idyllic location, perched 400 metres above sea

level in a haven of complete serenity and calm with commanding country, sea and mountain views, it's hard

to imagine you are only a short distance from the hustle and bustle of one of the most fashionable

destinations in Europe - and such is the beauty of this elite neighbourhood. With acres of unspoiled land

stretching out around you, 24 hour security, within a gated complex, and a privileged position enjoying

complete privacy, El Madroñal is only a short drive to the lavish marina of Puerto Banús and the happening

town of Marbella.This is the only location in Europe where you can enjoy spectacular views out over Africa,

surrounded by countryside, with all the amenities of the coast's glitz and glamour close at hand in a sanctuary

of absolute comfort and luxury. It is therefore of little wonder that these private urbanisations are home to the

world's elite; from celebrities and politicians to tycoons and royals, El Madroñal and La Zagaleta are without a

doubt the most sought after addresses on the Costa del Sol.
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